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ABSTRAC
A
CT
Cyberbulllying and internet tro
olling are bo
oth forms oof online agggression orr cyberharasssment;
however, research has
h yet to assess
a
the prevalence
p
oof these beh
haviors in rrelationship to one
another. In addition
n, the curren
nt study wass the first too investigate whether ind
dividual diffferences
and self--esteem disccerned betweeen self-repo
orted cyberb
bullies and//or internet trolls (i.e., Never
engaged in either, Cyberbully-on
nly, Troll-on
nly, Both Cyyberbully an
nd Troll). O
Of 308 respoondents
solicited from Mecha
anical Turk, 70 engaged in cyberbulllying behavioors, 20 engagged in only ttrolling
behaviorss, 129 self-reeported both
h behaviors, and 89 self-rreported neiither behavioor. Results yielded
low self-eesteem, low conscientiou
usness, and low internall moral valu
ues for both cyberbullyiing and
trolling behaviors.
b
However, there
t
were differentiatin
d
ng factors b
between ind
dividuals wh
ho only
engaged in cyberbulllying behav
viors (high on neuroticiism) vs. troolling-only b
behaviors (h
high on
openness to experience). Individ
duals who en
ngaged in booth behaviorss scored high
her on extraaversion,
lower on agreeableneess, and loweer on self-esteem compaared to indiv
viduals who engaged in neither
behavior..
Keyworrds: Cyberb
bullying, Intternet Trolling, Electroonic Harassm
ment, Self-E
Esteem, Ind
dividual
Differencces, Personallity

INTRO
ODUCT
TION
With th
he continuou
us growth of technolo
ogy,
targeted aggression
n and harassment ha
ave
expanded
d into the cyber reallm of socieety.
Cyberbulllying is an “aggressive,
“
intentional act
carried out
o
by a group
g
or ind
dividual, ussing
electronic forms off contact, repeatedly
r
and
a
over time against a victim who
o cannot eassily
defend him
h
or herseelf” (Smith et
e al., 2008, p.
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376). Cyberbullying has reeceived heigghtened
atten
ntion after sseveral publlicized instan
nces of
victim
ms committing suicide (c.f., Hindu
uja and
Patch
hin, 2010), such as thee case of R
Rebecca
Sedw
wick (Stangliin and Welcch, 2013). V
Victims
of ccyberbullyin
ng experien
nce a ran
nge of
psych
hosocial efffects, includ
ding poor school
perfoormance (Paatchin & H
Hinduja, 2006) and
suicid
dal ideation (Schenk & Fremouw, 2012).
Howeever, reseaarch has also found
d that
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al
instigators of cyberbulllying experiience suicida
Hinduja & Patchin,
P
201
10; Schenk et
e
ideation (H
al., 2013) and depreession (Kokk
kinos et all.,
2014; Schenk et al., 2013).
mparison, a less understtood form of
o
In com
online harrassment is internet trolling
t
(c.ff.,
Phillips, 2015). Trolling is an act,
a
which is
i
similar to cyberbullyin
ng, in that itt is a form of
o
online hara
assment. Acccording to Buckels
B
et al.
a
(2014), tro
olling is “the practice of behaving
b
in a
deceptive, destructive, or disruptiv
ve manner in
i
a social setting on the intern
net with no
n
apparent instrumental purposee” (p. 97)).
Unlike cyb
berbullying, which is an extension of
o
traditional bullying in
n the cyberr realm (Deel
Rey, Elipee, & Orteg
ga-Ruiz, 2012), interneet
trolls tradiitionally do not know their
t
victimss.
In fact, many
m
trollss deny any
y connectio
on
between their real-wo
orld identity
y and cybeer
identity (Thompson, 2013).
For
F
examplee,
Thompson (2013) reccounted an incident in
i
which a female high school studen
nt committed
suicide afteer a photo circulated
c
th
he internet of
o
her being gang-raped. Following
g her suicidee,
internet trrolls flooded her Facebo
ook memoria
al
page and posted dero
ogatory jokees about heer
death (Tho
ompson, 201
13). This forrm of trollin
ng
is known as RIP trrolling; insttigators posst
derogatory
y commentss and ima
ages onto a
memorial page or ob
bituary comm
ment sectio
on
(Phillips, 2011).
2
Cyberb
bullying and
d internet trolling arre
both formss of cyberha
arassment, often
o
referreed
to as cyb
ber aggressio
on or onlin
ne aggressio
on
(c.f., Corcoran, McGu
uckin, & Prrentice, 2015
5;
Grigg, 201
10). In add
dition, cyberrbullying an
nd
trolling aree both influeenced by the anonymou
us
nature of the interneet (c.f., Men
nesini et all.,
2012; Santtana, 2014), and online disinhibitio
on
plays a rolle in both fo
orms of cyb
ber aggressio
on
(c.f., Suler, 2004). Cy
yberbullying
g and trollin
ng
are a reco
ognized social problem with simila
ar
characterisstics, howev
ver, research
h has yet to
t
assess the relationship
r
between theese two form
ms
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of onlin
ne aggressioon. The aim
m of this stu
udy is
to ad
dd to thee body off literaturee on
cyberbu
ullying and
d trolling b
by assessingg the
relation
nship betweeen cyberbulllying and troolling
as weell as exp
ploring wheether indiv
vidual
differen
nces
and
self-esteem
m
discrim
minate
betweeen both form
ms of online aaggression.

Individu
ual Differe
ences & S
SelfEsteem
m
Cyberbulllies
Previou
us research
h regarding cyberbulllying
primar ily focusess on thee overlap and
and
similar ities
betw
ween
cybeerbullying
traditioonal bullyingg (Casas et al., 2013; E
ErdurBaker, 2010; Van
ndebosch & Van Cleem
mput,
2009), but only a m
moderate am
mount of research
has asssessed thee role of self-esteem and
individ
dual differen
nces.
For self-esteem and
are
findings
traditioonal
bully
ying,
the
inconsiistent; somee studies su
uggest tradittional
bullies have lowerr self-esteem
m (Frisén et al.,
2007; JJankauskien
ne et al., 20008; O’Mooore &
Kirkhaam 2001), w
whereas others suggest they
are m
more likely to report high self-essteem
(Rigbyy & Slee, 19991; Salmivaalli et al. 11999).
Fewer studies, h
however, haave assessed
d the
relation
and
nship
bettween
seelf-esteem
cyberbu
ullying, and
d these find
dings also reemain
inconsiistent.
Paatchin and Hinduja (2010)
found low self-esteeem to be a significantt risk
factor for engagingg in cyberbullying behaavior,
whereaas Corcoran et al. (2012)) found high
h selfto
be
a
sig
esteem
gnificant risk
k factor. Fin
nally,
Brack and Calttabiano (20014) found
d no
significcant differen
nce in scorees on self-essteem
for cyb
berbullies and
d non-cyberb
bullies.
Un like self-esteeem, more empirical research
exists on the individual differencess of
cyberbu
ullies. In geeneral, high neuroticism
m (i.e.,
low em
motional sttability) ap
ppears to b
be a
consist ent predictoor of cyberb
bullying beh
havior
(Çelik et al., 20112; Ojedoku
un & Idem
mudia,
2013; Seigfried-Sp
pellar & T
Treadway, 22014).
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Previous research also
a
suggestss psychoticiism
(Arıcak, 2009; Ozdeen & Icelliog
glu, 2013) and
a
hostility/
/aggression are
a significan
nt predictorss of
cyberbulllying (Arıca
ak, 2009; Schenk
S
et al.,
2013). Furthermorre, cyberbulllies are more
m
likely to
t
score significantly
y lower on
agreeableeness, a traitt associated with asserting
dominancce and hosttility toward
ds others (ii.e.,
high anttagonism; Çelik et al., 2012; Festl &
Quandt, 2013; Seigffried-Spellar & Treadw
way,
2014).
For instan
nce, Gibb and Devereeux
(2014) fo
ound cyberb
bullies scoreed significan
ntly
higher on Machiaveellianism and
d psychopatthy
compared
d to non-cyb
berbullies.
Finallly,
previo
ous
researrch
suggeests
cyberbulllies are lesss likely to
o make mo
oral
decisions based on a personal moral
m
comp
pass
(i.e., low
w internal moral
m
values) compared to
&
(Seigfried-Spellar
non-cybeerbullies
Treadway, 2014). In
I addition,, Renati et al.
(2012) and
a
Sticca et
e al. (2013
3) argue mo
oral
disengageement playss a centrall role for the
instigatorr of cyberbu
ullying. Lesss consistent are
the
fiindings
for
f
extrav
version
and
a
conscienttiousness.
A few sttudies sugg
gest
cyberbulllies are more extraverteed compared
d to
non-cybeerbullies (F
Festl & Quandt,
Q
20
013;
Ojedokun
n & Idemud
dia, 2013); however,
h
Çeelik
et al. (2012) found
f
cyb
berbullies are
significan
ntly more introverted compared to
non-cybeerbullies.
In
I addition,, Çelik et al.
(2012) fo
ound cyberb
bullies scoreed significan
ntly
lower on
n conscientio
ousness com
mpared to noncyberbulllies. Overall, empiriccal research is
beginning
g to assess the individua
al differencess of
cyberbulllies;
how
wever,
theere
rema
ains
inconsisteent findingss or too few
w studies forr a
definitivee understand
ding.
In
nternet Tr
rolls
Due to the novelty
y of internet trolling, few
f
empiricall research studies
s
havee assessed the
individua
al differences associated
d with internet
trolling, and no empirical researcch has assessed

© 2016 ADFSL
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self-eesteem and ttrolling. In fact, the m
majority
of rresearch oon internett trolls in
nvolves
qualittative inteerviews (c.ff., Bishop, 2013;
Schacchaf & Haraa, 2010) or th
he content aanalysis
of poosts on a foru
um (c.f., Hardaker, 20100). For
instan
nce, after in
n-depth inteerview with a troll,
Bishoop
(2013))
suggesteed
featurees
of
psych
hopathy
and
an
ntisocial-perssonality
der were p
disord
present.
H
However, a recent
empirrical study by Buckeels et al. (2014)
assesssed the relaationship between trollin
ng and
differrent personaality traits (ii.e., Big Fivee, Dark
Tetraad).
The authors foound trollin
ng was
positiively correlaated with pssychopathy, sadism
and M
Machiavelliaanism; howev
ver, sadism proved
to bee the most important faactor for preedicting
trollin
ng behavioors (Buckells et al., 2014).
Althoough this fin
nding was noot discussed further
in th
he article, B
Buckets et aal. (2014) reeported
intern
net trolls sscored higheer on extraaversion
and llower on aggreeableness compared tto nontrollss.

Current Study
Overaall, researcch suggests that perssonality
are
with
charaacteristics
aassociated
cyberrbullying beh
havior; howeever, these ffindings
have been incconsistent (e.g., self-eesteem,
extraaversion).
In additioon, few em
mpirical
studi es have examined the relationship
betweeen trollingg and indiv
vidual diffeerences.
Thuss, the curren
nt study willl add to th
he body
of kn
nowledge by providing ffurther evideence as
to th
he individuaal differencees associated with
This
trollin
ng and cyb
berbullying behaviors.
studyy will also be the first to exploore the
similaarities and//or differencces in perssonality
charaacteristics and self-esteeem for indiividuals
who self-report engaging in
n cyberbulliies and
trollss. Secondly,, this study will be the first to
assesss the relatiionship betw
ween cyberb
bullying
and ttrolling behaaviors, which
h are both foorms of
electrronic harassm
ment. Therre are no stu
udies to
the authors’ k
knowledge that assesss the
prevaalence of ind
dividuals wh
ho engage iin both
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forms of online aggrression (e.g., individualls
ge in both cy
yberbullying
g and trollin
ng
who engag
behaviors),, and wheth
her individu
uals are morre
likely to engage in both form
ms of onlin
ne
aggression rather than just one. Cyberbullyin
C
ng
and trolling behavio
ors are botth forms of
o
electronic or online harassment, thus is it
i
important to address the
t likelihood of someon
ne
engaging in both forms of electroniic
harassmentt. Finally, the curreent literaturre
tends to treat cybeerbullying as either a
dichotomou
us (No/Yes)) or continu
uous variablle
based on frequency (i.e., how offten someon
ne
bullies).
However, there are a variety of
o
behaviors
associateed
with
electroniic
harassmentt (e.g., slut-shamin
ng, flaming
g,
outing). In the current study, we were no
ot
interested in “how oftten” a behav
vior occurreed
but in “ho
ow many” types
t
an ind
dividual selffreported.
dress these gaps, the current
c
stud
dy
To add
explored fo
our hypotheeses. First, the authorrs
expected to find individual differencees
predictive of cyberbu
ullying, speecifically low
w
agreeableness, high neuroticism
m, and low
w
internal moral
m
valuess will be predictive
p
of
o
individualss who engag
ge in more cyberbullyin
c
ng
behaviors. Second, the
t
authors expected to
t
find individ
dual differen
nces predictiv
ve of trolling
g,
specifically
y low agreeableness and hig
gh
extraversio
on will be predictive
p
of
o individualls
who engage in more trrolling behav
viors. Due to
t
the lack of previo
ous researcch assessin
ng
individual differences between
b
cyb
berbullies an
nd
trolls, no specific dirrection or variations
v
in
i
traits werre predicteed for thee next tw
wo
hypothesess although differences
d
were
w
expected
d.
Therefore, the auth
hors expectted to fin
nd
personality
y differences between ind
dividuals wh
ho
never enga
aged in cyberrbullying or trolling (i.ee.,
Never) vs.. individuals who only
y engaged in
i
cyberbullyiing (CB-only), individu
uals who onlly
in
trollin
engaged
ng
(Troll--only),
an
nd
individualss who engag
ged in both cyberbullyin
c
ng

Page 10
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Finallly, the au
uthors
and trrolling (Botth).
expecteed to find in
ndividual diffferences bettween
individ
duals who self-reporteed engagingg in
trollingg-only vs. cy
yberbullying--only behaviors.

M
METHO
ODS
Participa
ants
A sam
mple of parrticipants frrom the geeneral
populat
ation of interrnet users was recruited from
©
©
the A
Amazon
w
website, Mecchanical Tu
urk .
Initiallyy, 331 respoondents begaan the study
y, and
the fiinal dataseet for stattistical anaalyses
includeed 308 reespondents after drop
pping
respond
dents due to missing data or in
nvalid
responsses. As shoown in Tablle 1, 106 (344.4%)
were m
men and 2011 (65.3%) weere women. The
majoritty (n = 1999, 64.6%) off the respondents
were W
White (n = 229, 74.4%)), and their ages
ranged from 19 too 73 years (M = 35, S
SD =
12.53).
All resspondents w
were treateed in
accordaance with th
he ethical standards set forth
by thee American
n Psychologgical Associiation
(APA) .

Measur
res
urrent study
y comprised of a numb
ber of
The cu
questioonnaires prev
viously used or adapted from
studiess assessing ccyberdevianccy (Rogers, 2001;
Rogers et al., 20006a; Rogers et al., 2006b;
The
Seigfrieed-Spellar & Treadway
y, 2014).
the
folloowing
currentt
study
included
questioonnaires:
demograp
phics,
Cyberb
bully/Troll Deviancy Scale (CT
TDS),
Five-Faactor Modell Rating Forrm (FFMRF
F; see
Widigeer, 2004), M
Moral Decisiion-Making Scale
(MDKS
S; Rogers et al., 2006b), and Rosenb
berg’s
Self Essteem Scalee (RSES; R
Rosenberg, 11965).
The d
demographics survey aappeared att the
beginniing of the sstudy for alll the respondents
to increease the accuracy of selff-reported su
ubject
variablles (e.g., sex; see Birnbau
um, 2000).
To measure th
he responden
nts’ cyberbulllying
and troolling behav
viors, the autthors created the
Cyberb
bully/Troll D
Deviancy Sccale (CTDS
S; See

© 2016 AD
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Appendix). The authors were unable to locate
a previously validated scale that assessed a
variety of trolling behaviors; in addition, the
authors did not want to include the words
“cyberbullying” or “trolling” in the measure as
to not influence the respondents. Thus, the
authors were careful to describe the behaviors
they were interested in measuring rather than
label them (e.g., slut-shaming, flaming). Prior
to
implementing
the
study,
the
Cyberbully/Troll Deviancy Scale (CTDS) was
reviewed by several colleagues who assessed
the structure and face validity of the survey
items.
For the cyberbully section, the authors
modified and/or included 14 of 19 questions
from the “Are You A Cyberbully?” survey at
http://www.stopcyberbullying.org
(see
“Stopcyberbulling.org”, n.d.; see Diamanduros
et al., 2008). The “Are You A Cyberbully”
survey measures the prevalence of different
types of cyberbullying behaviors and is used to
develop student self-awareness for different
examples
of
cyberbullying
behaviors
(Diamanduros et al., 2008). In the current
study, the authors modified the “Are You A
Cyberbully” survey by removing five of the
questions that measured unauthorized access
behaviors (i.e., hacking) rather than electronic
harassment in order to focus solely on
cyberbullying behaviors. Finally, the trolling
section of the CTDS included 13 questions
created by the authors; these items were
created since there was no previous survey
available that measured the different types of
trolling behaviors (see Appendix). Overall, the
CTDS comprised of 27 items assessing different
types of cyberbullying and trolling behaviors.
For the CTDS, the following statement
preceded the 27 items: “How often in the past
five years have you engaged in the following
behaviors…” Since some cyberbullying and
trolling behaviors are similar (e.g., use of

© 2016 ADFSL
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derogatory
language),
the
authors
distinguished between the behaviors by
focusing on whether the victim was known to
the instigator. Cyberbullying is often related to
a specific offline social context and is a
continuation of traditional bullying (Del Rey et
al., 2014), whereas trolls exist as a subculture
of the internet who target individuals or
groups in order to obtain “lolz” (Phillips, 2015),
so cyberbullies usually target someone that
they know, whereas trolls do not. Thus, the
cyberbullying section included the phrase
“someone that you know” whereas the trolling
section included the phrase “someone that you
do not know” or “stranger” to differentiate
between cyberbullying and trolling behaviors.
All CTDS items were scaled from 1 (Never) to
5 (6 or more times); a sample statement
measuring cyberbullying was: “Posted a video
of someone that you know in order to portray
them as a slut without their consent?” A
sample statement assessing trolling behaviors
was: “Used profanity or insulting language
towards a stranger online (just because)?” For
the CTDS, the Cronbach’s alpha for the
cyberbully section was α = .89 and α = .93 for
the trolling section.
The Five-Factor Model Rating Form
(FFMRF; Widiger, 2004) measured the
respondents’ individual differences based on
the
Big
5
personality
characteristics:
Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to
Experience,
Agreeableness,
and
Conscientiousness. The FFMRF displays 30
polar opposites on a Likert scale of 1
(Extremely Low) to 5 (Extremely High). In
the current study, the FFMRF yielded
acceptable Cronbach’s alphas for all five
factors: Neuroticism (α = .78), Extraversion (α
= .77), Openness to Experience (α = .72),
Agreeableness
(α
=
.80),
and
Conscientiousness (α = .83).
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Table 1
Demographics
CB-Troll Category
Neither
(n = 89)

CB-Only
(n = 70)

Troll-Only
(n = 20)

Both
(n = 129)

Total*
(N = 308)

Male
Female
Decline

27 (8.8)
61 (19.8)
1 (0.3)

16 (5.2)
54 (17.5)
0 (0.0)

7 (2.3)
13 (4.2)
0 (0.0)

56 (18.2)
73 (23.7)
0 (0.0)

106 (34.4)
201 (65.3)
1 (0.3)

Age (yrs)

19-26
27-36
37-46
47-56
57 or older

17 (5.5)
25 (8.1)
12 (3.9)
17 (5.5)
18 (5.8)

22 (7.1)
29 (9.4)
8 (2.6)
10 (3.2)
1 (0.3)

5 (1.6)
8 (2.6)
4 (1.3)
2 (0.6)
1 (0.3)

47 (15.3)
46 (14.9)
20 (6.5)
12 (3.9)
4 (1.3)

91 (29.5)
108 (35.1)
44 (14.3)
41 (13.3)
24 (7.8)

Ethnicity

Caucasian/White
Other

65 (21.1)
24 (7.8)

55 (17.9)
15 (4.9)

13 (4.2)
7 (2.3)

96 (31.2)
33 (10.7)

229 (74.4)
79 (25.7)

Religious

Yes
No

52 (16.9)
37 (12.0)

41 (13.3)
29 (9.4)

8 (2.6)
12 (3.9)

68 (22.1)
61 (19.8)

169 (54.9)
139 (45.1)

Marital Status

Single
Married
Sig Other
S, D, W

34 (11.0)
29 (9.4)
8 (2.6)
18 (5.8)

27 (8.8)
21 (6.8)
11 (3.6)
11 (3.6)

8 (2.6)
10 (3.2)
2 (0.6)
0 (0.0)

61 (19.8)
38 (12.3)
14 (4.5)
16 (5.2)

130 (42.2)
98 (31.8)
35 (11.4)
45 (14.6)

Employment
Status

Full-Time
Part-Time
Retired
Student
Unemployed

34 (11.0)
21 (6.8)
11 (3.6)
11 (3.6)
12 (3.9)

23 (7.5)
20 (6.5)
0 (0.0)
9 (2.9)
18 (5.8)

8 (2.6)
4 (1.3)
2 (0.6)
3 (1.0)
3 (1.0)

69 (22.4)
28 (9.1)
1 (0.3)
14 (4.5)
17 (5.5)

134 (43.5)
73 (23.7)
14 (4.5)
37 (12.0)
50 (16.2)

Variable

Sex

Note. Values represent frequencies with percentages in parentheses.
*Any percentage disparities due to rounding.
CB = Cyberbully; Both = Cyberbully + Troll; Neither = Non-Cyberbully + Non-Troll; Sig Other = Living with a partner or
significant other; S = Separate;, D = Divorced; W = Widowed; Decline = Decline to Respond

The Moral Decision-Making Scale (MDKS;
Rogers et al., 2006b) measured the
respondents’ cognitive disposition when making
moral decisions according to three subscales:
Social Moral Values (i.e., attitudes toward the
law; SV), Internal Moral Values (i.e., personal
moral compass; IV), and/or Hedonistic Moral
Values (i.e., pleasure-seeking; HED).
The
MDKS included 15 items, scaled from 1 (Not
Important in my Decisions) to 7 (Very
Important in my Decisions). In the current
study,
the
MDKS
yielded
acceptable
Cronbach’s alphas for the moral decisionmaking subscales: Internal Moral Values (α =
.78) and Hedonistic Moral Values (α = .74);
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however, the Cronbach’s alpha for the Social
Moral Values subscale was lower at .63.
Finally, the authors measured the
respondents’ level of self-esteem with the
Rosenberg’s Self Esteem Scale (RSES;
Rosenberg, 1965). Using a five-point Likert
scale (1 = Strongly Agree; 5 = Strongly
Disagree), the participants self-reported their
level of agreement to 10 statements. The
Rosenberg’s Self Esteem Scale yielded an
excellent Cronbach’s alpha (α) score of .92 for
self-esteem variable.
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Procedur
res
The intternet-based study wa
as hosted on
©
Qualtricss , and the respondentss were solicited
©
©
from Meechanical Tu
urk . Mech
hanical Turrk
may be used to obtain high
h-quality data
inexpensiively
an
nd
proviides
bettter
generalizability
th
han
snowb
ball
samplling
procedures (c.f., Berinsky et
e
al., 20
011;
Buhrmester et al., 2011).
2
Resspondents were
w
compensa
ated .10¢ ussing Amazon
n’s anonymo
ous
and secu
ure compen
nsation proccedures.
The
T
study wa
as advertised on Mecha
anical Turk as
“Anonym
mous Survey:: Attitudes Toward
T
Onlline
Commun
nications.” The
T survey was
w complettely
anonymo
ous in that no identifyin
ng information
was colleected (e.g., name, IP address). To
qualify, the
t respondeents had to be at least 19
years of age or olderr and perma
anent resideents
of the United
the
U
Statees. Once completed,
c
respondents were pro
ovided with a “code wo
ord”
which th
hey anonym
mously subm
mitted to the
authors through
t
Mecchanical Tu
urk’s websitee in
order to be compenssated. The code word was
w
changed daily, and
d the Qualltrics softw
ware
allowed the authorrs to prevent ballot box
b
stuffing.

Analy
ytical Stra
ategies
Two-taileed statistica
al significan
nce was set at
the alpha level of .05 prior to any analysses;
however, findings at the alpha leevel of .10 were
w
included due to the exploratory nature of this
t
study (T
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007; Warn
ner,
2007). Two contin
nuous varia
ables (i.e., CB
Types and
a
Troll Types), one multinom
mial
variable (CB-Troll Categories),
C
and
a one binary
variable (CB-only vss. Troll-only
y) were created
for this study. Bassed on resp
ponses to the
cyberbulllying
the
CTD
secttion
of
DS,
respondents scored from
f
0 (None) to 14 (All
(
Types) depending
d
on
n the numb
ber of different
cyberbulllying behaviiors endorsed (CB Typees).
In additiion, respondents scored from 0 (None)
to 13 (All Types) deepending on the numberr of

© 2016 ADFSL
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differrent trollingg behaviors endorsed oon the
trollin
ng section of the CTD
DS (Troll T
Types).
For tthe two con
ntinuous varriables (CB Types,
Troll Types), th
he authors first condu
ucted a
zero order coorrelation to identify
y any
persoonality and ccognitive varriables signifficantly
assocciated with
h cyberbulllying or ttrolling
behavviors.
Next,
only
the
vaariables
signifficantly corrrelated with CB Types oor Troll
Typees were enteered into a backward m
multiple
linearr regression to deteermine thee best
prediictive model for cyberbu
ullying and trrolling.
T
The multin
nomial vaariable (CB
B-Troll
Categgory) differrentiated beetween indiividuals
who never engagged in eitheer cyberbully
ying or
trollin
ng behaviorss (Never = 00), individuaals who
only engaged in cyberbullying behaviorrs (CBonly = 1), indiv
viduals whoo only engaaged in
trollin
ng behavioors (Troll-oonly = 2)), and
indivviduals who self-reported
d engaging iin both
cyberrbullying an
nd trolling b
behaviors (B
Both =
3). For the m
multinomial v
variable (CB
B-Troll
Categgory), a m
multinomial (Wald) logistic
regre ssion was cconducted too determinee which
persoonality and
d cognitiv
ve charactteristics
distin
nguished
between
the
different
See
cyberrbullying an
nd trolling behaviors.
Tablee 2 for mean
n differences across group
ps.
F
Finally, a b
binary variaable (CB-on
nly vs.
Troll--only) was ccreated whicch representted two
differrent groups:: those resp
pondents wh
ho only
engagged in cyberrbullying beh
haviors (CB--only =
0), aand respond
dents who only engaged in
trollin
ng behaviorrs (Troll-onlly = 1). F
First, a
zero-oorder correlation waas conducted to
deterrmine which
h individual differences were
signifficantly asssociated witth cyberbullly-only
vs. trroll-only beh
haviors. Nex
xt, the statiistically
signifficant
traiits
from
the
zero-order
corre lation weree entered into a backward
stepw
wise (Wald)) logistic reegression (L
LR) to
deterrmine the b
best model for differen
ntiating
betweeen cyberbullying-only vs. trollin
ng-only
indivviduals.

P
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Table 2
nces Across Grroups (Neither, Cyberbully-only, Troll-only, Both)
Mean Differen

MDKS

F
FFMRF
E

N

O

A

C

SV

IV

Self-Esteeem
H
HV

SE

CB-Troll Cattegory
2.33 (.85)
3.81 (.70)
4.67 (1.17) 5.87
3.96 (.87)
Neither
2.95 (.77)
3 (.76)
3.18
3.57 (.83)
5 (1.06) 5.32 (1.10)
3.65 (.75)
3.55 (.83)
CB-Only
2.88 (.65)
2.68 (.62)
3 (.68)
3.27
3.35 (.83)
4.69 (1.00) 5.78
5 (0.82) 5.30 (0.92)
3.48 (.74)
3.58 (.83)
Troll-Onlyy
3.15 (.63)
2.43 (.66)
3 (.82)
3.61
3.45 (.72)
4.64 (1.33) 6.07
6 (0.97) 5.33 (1.27)
3.46 (.74)
3.39 (.90)
3.02 (.73)
Both
2.65 (.68)
3 (.69)
3.36
3.20 (.72)
4.36 (1.09) 5.48
5 (0.96) 5.04 (1.02)
Note. Values represent
r
means with
w standard deviattions in parentheses. CB = Cyberbullyy; Both = Cyberbuully and Troll. FFM
MRF (Five-Factor
Model Ratingg Form): N = Neurooticism, E = Extravversion, O = Opennness to Experiencee, A = Agreeableneess, C = Conscienttiousness. Scale
ranges from 1 (Extremely Low) to 5 (Extremely High);
H
MDKS = Mooral Decision-Makiing Scale: IV = Intternal Values, SV = Social Values, HV
V=
(
Important). Self-Esteem scale ranges from 1 (Strrongly Agree) to 5
Hedonistic Vaalues. MDKS scalee ranges from 1 (Noot Important) to 7 (Very
(Strongly Disaagree).

RES
SULTS
De
escriptive
es
Of the 308
8 respondentts, 89 (29%) self-reporteed
never eng
gaging in either
e
cybeerbullying or
o
trolling beehaviors, 70 (23%) resp
pondents selffreported engaging in only cyberbullyin
c
ng
behaviors, and 20 (6%) respo
ondents onlly
engaged in
n trolling beh
haviors. In addition, 12
29
of the 30
08 (42%) respondents self-reporteed
both cyberrbullying an
nd trolling behaviors
b
(seee
Table 1). For trolling, 159 (5
52%) of th
he
respondentts self-reporrted never engaging in
i
trolling beehaviors (i.ee., never). On averagee,
respondentts self-reportted engaging
g in 2.63 (SD
D
= 3.47) different types
t
of cyberbullyin
c
ng
behaviors and
a 2.31 (SD
D = 3.65) different typees
of trolling
g behaviors. No one self-reporteed
engaging in all 14 cyberbullyin
ng behaviorrs
although 18
1 individua
als self-reporrted engagin
ng
in 13 of them.
t
Fina
ally, 16 ind
dividuals selffreported en
ngaging in all 13 trolling
g behaviors.

Hypot
thesis Tes
sting
H1
1
Low agreeableness, high neuroticiism, and low
w
internal moral
m
valuess will be predictive
p
of
o
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duals who en
ngage in moore cyberbulllying
individ
behavioors.
Fir st, the zeroo-order correelation sugggested
that individuals who enggaged in more
cyberbu
ullying beh
haviors weree more neu
urotic,
less aggreeable, leess conscien
ntious, and selfreporteed lower self-esteem. In add
dition,
individ
duals who en
ngaged in moore cyberbulllying
types w
were less lik
kely to makee moral deciisions
based on social, moral, or h
hedonistic v
values
(see T
Table 3). N
Next, only the statistically
significcant variablees identified in the zero--order
correlaation were entered in
nto a back
kward
stepwisse multiple linear regreession to ideentify
the besst predictivee model for ccyberbullyin
ng. As
shown in Table 4, resultss suggested the
followin
ng variabless were the b
best predictoors of
individ
duals engaging in more cyberbulllying
types: low self-esteeem (t = -2.62, p < .01)), low
conscieentiousness ((t = -3.57, p < .01), and
d low
internaal moral values (t = -5.92, p < .011). In
additioon, variance inflation faactors (VIF)) and
conditiion index vaalues were caalculated in order
to tesst for multticollinearity
y, all of w
which
indicatted no causse for conceern (Self-Estteem:
VIF = 1.01; Con
nscientiousneess: VIF = 1.09;
Internaal Moral Vaalues: VIF = 1.06; Cond
dition
Index < 30).
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Table 3
Zero-order correlation between individual differences and cyberbullying types vs. trolling types.
CB
Troll
SE
N
E
O
A
C
SV
CB
Troll
SE
N
E
O
A
C
SV
IV
HV

1

0.82***
1

-0.25*** 0.22***
0.09
-0.23*** 0.16***
0.07
1
-0.60*** 0.34***
1
-0.37***
1

0.03
0.06
-0.06
-0.03
0.22***
1

-0.12**
-0.14**
0.02
-0.06
0.05
0.17***
1

IV

HV

-0.29*** -0.14** -0.38*** -0.14**
-0.27*** -0.19*** -0.31*** -0.18***
0.25*** 0.17*** 0.19***
0.03
-0.31***
-0.04
-0.08
0.04
-0.09
0.10*
0.06
-0.03
0.27*** -0.19*** 0.18***
0.02
0.05
0.21*** 0.21***
0.03
1
0.13** 0.18***
0.09
1
0.46*** 0.44***
1
0.50***
1

*** p < .00 ** p < .05 * p < .10
Listwise N = 297
Note. CB = Cyberbullying Types; Troll = Trolling Types; SE = Self-Esteem; N = Neuroticism; E = Extraversion; O = Openness
to Experience; A = Agreeableness; C = Conscientiousness; SV = Social Moral Values; IV = Internal Moral Values; HV =
Hedonistic Moral Values
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Table 4
s
mulltiple linear regression
Backward stepwise
individuals’ differences
d
on cyberbullying
c
tyypes

Variaable
Step 1
SE
N
A
C
SV
IV
HV
V
Step 2
SE
N
A
C
SV
IV
Step 3
SE
N
C
SV
IV
Step 4
SE
N
C
IV
Step 5
SE
C
IV

B

SE B

β

-0.39
0.31
-0.18
-0.80
0.20
-1.19
0.07

0.24
0.30
0.22
0.24
0.18
0.22
0.20

*
-.11*
0.01
1
-0.05
5
-.18**
**
0.07
7
-.35**
**
0.02
2

-0.39
0.32
-0.19
-0.80
0.22
-1.16

0.24
0.30
0.22
0.24
0.17
0.20

-.11*
*
0.07
7
-0.05
5
-.18**
**
0.07
7
-0.34***

-0.38
0.34
-0.79
0.19
-1.18

0.24
0.29
0.24
0.17
0.20

1
-0.11
0.08
8
-.18**
**
0.07
7
-.35**
**

-0.35
0.36
-0.78
-1.08

0.24
0.29
0.24
0.18

-0.10
0
0.08
8
-.18**
**
-.32**
**

H2
Low aggreeablenesss and high extraversion
n will
be preedictive of individuals who engagge in
more trrolling behav
viors.
Thee zero-orderr correlation suggested
d the
followin
ng variabless are significcantly assocciated
with in
ndividuals w
who engage in more troolling
types: low self-estteem, high neuroticism, low
agreeab
bleness, low
w conscientioousness, and
d low
social, internal, aand hedonistic values (see
Table 33). The significant traitss identified iin the
zero-orrder correlaation were entered in
nto a
backwaard stepwisee multiple lin
near regressiion to
identifyy the best p
predictive m
model for troolling
types. As shown in Table 5, results sugggested
the folllowing variaables were th
he best prediictors
of indivviduals engaaging in moore trolling ttypes:
low seelf-esteem (tt = -2.39, p = .02),, low
conscieentiousness ((t = -3.34, p < .01), and
d low
internaal moral values (t = -4.52, p < .011). In
additioon, variance inflation faactors (VIF)) and
conditiion index vaalues were caalculated in order
to tesst for multticollinearity
y, all of w
which
indicatted no causse for conceern (Self-Estteem:
VIF = 1.09; Con
nscientiousneess: VIF = 1.09;
Internaal Moral Vaalues: VIF = 1.06; Cond
dition
Index < 30).
H3

-0.51
-0.84
-1.07

0.19
0.24
0.18

-.14**
**
-.19**
-.32**
**

***p
p < .01 ** p < .0
05 *p < .10
R 2 = 0.22 for Step 1; ΔR 2 = 0.00 forr Step
R 2 = -0.002 for Step
S
3; ΔR 2 = -0
0.003
2; ΔR
2
for Sttep 4; ΔR = -0..004 for Step 5.
Note. SE = Self-Esteeem; N = Neurotticism;
Agreee = Agreeableneess; SV = Sociall
Valuees; C = Conscien
ntiousness; IV =
Intern
nal Values; HV = Hedonistic Vaalues
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of

There are indiv
vidual diffeerences bettween
individ
duals who neever engaged
d in cyberbulllying
or trollling (i.e., Neeither) vs. cy
yberbullyingg-only
(CB-on
nly), troll-only (Troll-oonly), and both
ullying and trolling (Botth) categoriees.
cyberbu
As shown in T
Table 6, indiv
viduals with
h high
2
scores on neuroticism, Χ (1) = 3.15, p = .07,
2
and low
w scores on agreeableneess, Χ (1) = 3.71,
p = .05, were more likely
y to engagge in
ully-only beehaviors (CB
cyberbu
B-only) comp
pared
to thosse who selff-reported neever engagin
ng in
either cyberbullying or troolling behaaviors
(Neitheer). Next, individualss with low selfesteem were more likely to enggage in trolll-only
behavioors compareed to the “n
neither” cateegory,
© 2016 AD
DFSL
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olls…
2

Χ (1) = 3.55, p = .06. Finallly, individu
uals
2
with low scores on seelf-esteem, Χ (1) = 9.60
0, p
2
< .01, an
nd agreeableeness, Χ (1) = 10.22, p <
.01, as well
w
as high scores on
n extraversiion,
2
Χ (1) = 5.60, p = .02, were morre likely to selfreport engaging
e
in both cybeerbullying and
a
trolling behaviors
b
co
ompared to
o the “Neith
her”
group. The Pearso
on and deviiance statisttics
tests werre non-signiificant, impllying no issues
with overrdispersion.
H4
There are
a
persona
ality differeences betweeen
individua
als who eng
gage in only
y cyberbully
ying
vs. only trolling behaviors (i.e., CB-only vs.
Troll-only).
First,, a zero-order correlattion suggested
individua
als who engaged
e
in
n trolling-only
behaviorss were less neurotic, rpbb(89) = -.17
7, p
< .10, more
m
extraveerted, rpb(89
9) = -.18, p <
.10, and more open to experiencce, rpb(89) = .19, p < .10, comparred to individ
duals who only
engaged in cyberbulllying behaviors. Next, the
statistica
personallity
ally
sig
gnificant
characterristics from the zero-order correlation
were enteered into a backward sttepwise (Wa
ald)
logistic reegression (LR).
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Table 5
ward stepwisee multiple llinear
Backw
individduals’ differencces on trolling types

Variable
Step 1
SE
N
A
C
SV
IV
HV
Step 2
SE
A
C
SV
IV
HV
Step 3
SE
A
C
IV
HV
Step 4
SE
A
C
IV
Step 5
SE
C
IV

regresssion

B

SE B

β

-0.55
-0.03
-0.35
-0.87
-0.02
-0.73
-0.18

0.26
0.33
0.25
0.27
0.2
0.25
0.22

-.14**
-0.01
-0.08
-.19***
-0.01
-.20***
-0.06

-0.54
-0.35
-0.86
-0.02
-0.73
-0.19

0.22
0.25
0.26
0.19
0.24
0.21

-.14**
-0.08
-.19***
-0.01
-.20***
-0.06

-0.54
-0.35
-0.87
-0.74
-0.19

0.22
0.24
0.26
0.24
0.21

-.14**
-0.08
-.19***
-.20***
-0.06

-0.52
-0.33
-0.87
-0.85

0.22
0.24
0.26
0.21

-.14**
-0.08
-.19***
-.23***

-0.52
-0.87
-0.91

0.22
0.26
0.21

-.14**
-.19***
-.25***

of

***p < .01 **
* p < .05 *p < .10
R 2 = 0.17 forr Step 1; ΔR 2 = 0.00 for Step
2; ΔR 2 = 0.00 for Step 3; ΔR
R2 = -0.002 for
2
Step 4; ΔR = -0.006 for Steep 5.
Note. SE = Self-Esteem; N = Neuroticism;
Agree = Agreeeableness; SV = Social
Values; C = Conscientiousne
C
ess; IV =
Internal Valuees; HV = Hedon
nistic Values
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Table 6
Multinomial (Wald) logisticc regression dif
ifferentiating th
he
different CB
B-Troll Categories (Never, CB-Only,
C
TrolllOnly, Both) by individual differences
d

Variiable

B

SE B

E (B)
Exp

CB--Only vs. Neitheer

V
Variable

B

SE B

Exp (B)

S 1
Step

N

0.56*

0.31

1.75

N

-0.772

0.47

0.49

E

0.22

0.28

1.25

E

0.334

0.45

1.41

A

-0.45*

0.24

0.64

O

0.68*

0.40

2.00

C

0.03

0.27

1.03

O

0.30

0.28

1.34

IV

-0.09

0.25

0.92

N

-0.779*

0.46

0.46

SV

0.23

0.20

1.26

O

0.766**

0.39

2.14

HV

-0.08

0.20

0.93

SE

-0.40

0.26

0.67

N

-0.16

0.49

0.85

E

0.59

0.43

1.81

A

-0.42

0.37

0.66

C

-0.39

0.41

0.68

O

0.58

0.42

1.79

Trolll-Only vs. Neith
her

IV

0.43

0.39

1.53

SV

0.13

0.29

1.14

HV

-0.16

0.31

0.85

SE

-0.74*

0.39

0.48

N

0.37

0.29

1.45

E

0.61**

0.26

1.84

A

-0.70***

0.22

0.50

C

-0.20

0.25

0.82

O

0.34

0.26

1.40

IV

-0.16

0.22

0.85

SV

0.05

0.18

1.05

HV

-0.15

0.19

0.86

SE

-0.74***

0.24

0.48

Bo
oth vs. Neither

***
*p < .01 **p < .05 *p < .10
Notte. R 2 = .20 (Co
ox & Snell) .21
(Naagelkerke). CB = Cyberbully; Both =
Cyb
berbully and Tro
oll; N = Neuroticism, E
= Extraversion,
E
O = Openness to
Exp
perience, A = Ag
greeableness, C =
Con
nscientiousness,, IV = Internal Values,
V
SV = Social Valuess, HV = Hedonisstic
Vallues, SE = Self Esteem
E
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Table 7
stepwise
(Wald)
logistic
regrression
Backwarrd
differenttiating cyberbu
ully-only vs. trrolling-only beh
haviors
by indiviidual differencees.

S 2
Step

****p < .01 ***p < .05 *p < .10
N
Note.
R 2 = .07 (Hosmer & Leemeshow)
.072 (Cox & Snnell) .11 (Nageelkerke).
N = Neuroticissm, E = Extraveersion, O =
O
Openness
to Exxperience

Thee final m
model includ
ded neurotticism
(Wald = 2.94, p < .10) aand opennesss to
experieence (Wald = 3.83, p < .05) in that
individ
duals who sscored high on neurotticism
were m
more likely
y to be ccyberbullies, and
individ
duals who sscored high on openness to
experieence were siggnificantly m
more likely to be
trolls (see Tablee 7).
Th
he Hosmer and
2
Lemesh
how test w
was non-sign
nificant, Χ (8) =
3.64, p = .89.

DIS
SCUSSI
ION
Overalll, 65% off the samp
ple self-rep
ported
ullying behaaviors and 448% self-rep
cyberbu
ported
trollingg behaviorrs.
The prevalencee of
ullying in tthe current study is h
cyberbu
higher
than otther studies (c.f., MacDoonald & Rob
bertsPittmaan, 2010; P
Patchin & Hinduja, 2006;
Seigfrieed-Spellar & Treadway
y, 2014), w
which
may bee due to diffferences in the definition of
cyberbu
ullying ass well ass the saample
method
dology (c.f.., Bryce & Fraser, 2013;
Corcor an et al., 22015; Tokun
naga, 2010). For
instancce, the study measureed a varietty of
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cyberbullying behaviors (e.g., flaming, slutshaming) without ever using the term
“cyberbullying”, and it sampled from the
general population of internet users instead of
school-age adolescents or college students.
Although
low
agreeableness,
high
neuroticism, and low internal moral values
were significantly correlated with individuals
who engaged in more cyberbullying behaviors,
the final predictive model only partially
supported the authors’ hypothesis.
As
expected, low internal moral values did predict
more types of cyberbullying behavior, however,
the final predictive model also included low
self-esteem and low consciousness.
For
trolling, the authors’ hypothesis was not
supported
in
that
extraversion
and
agreeableness were not predictive of someone
who engages in more trolling behaviors
(although
agreeableness
was
negatively
correlated with trolling); instead, the final
model
included
low
self-esteem,
conscientiousness and internal moral values.
Finally, the authors’ hypotheses that
individual differences would exist between the
cyberbullying-troll categories (Neither, CBonly, Troll-only, and Both) as well as
cyberbullying-only vs. trolling-only groups
were supported.
While the final predictive model did not
include low agreeableness (antagonism) or high
neuroticism, both traits were significantly
correlated with cyberbullying behaviors, which
is consistent with previous research (c.f., Çelik
et al., 2012; Ojedokun & Idemudia, 2013;
Seigfried-Spellar
&
Treadway,
2014).
Neuroticism is characterized by high anxiety,
emotional instability, and depression (see
Egan, 2009), and past research indicates that
cyberbullies are more likely to suffer from
depression and emotional instability (GámezGuadix et al., 2013; Schenk et al., 2013). In
addition, the current study supported findings
that
cyberbullies
score
low
on
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conscientiousness (Çelik et al., 2012).
Conscientiousness refers to “constraint” and
measures whether the individual is negligent,
disorganized, aimless, hedonistic, or hasty (c.f.,
Krueger & Tackett, 2006).
In addition,
previous research suggests that individuals who
score low on conscientiousness are more
impulsive (Whiteside & Lynam, 2001),
aggressive, and antisocial (Costa & McCrae,
1992; Miller et al., 2008).
Consistent with Seigfried-Spellar and
Treadway (2014), low internal moral values
were a significant predictor of cyberbullying
behaviors. Essentially, individuals who engage
in a variety of cyberbullying behaviors are not
guided by their personal moral belief system;
in other words, they do not make decisions
based on a moral compass (c.f., Rogers et al.,
2006a). Finally, as previously discussed, there
are inconsistencies in the literature regarding
the relationship between self-esteem and
cyberbullying; however, the current study
supported the findings of Patchin and Hinduja
(2010) in that low self-esteem was a significant
predictor of cyberbullying behaviors. Overall,
the current study suggests that individuals
who engage in a variety of cyberbullying
behaviors
score
lower
on
self-esteem,
conscientiousness, and internal moral values.
The current study was the first to assess
whether individual differences and self-esteem
were significant predictors of individuals who
engage in a variety of trolling behaviors. The
final predictive model for trolling behaviors
yielded similar results as the model for
cyberbullying behaviors: low self-esteem, low
conscientiousness, and low internal moral
values. The similar models may be due to the
fact that nearly half (42%) of the respondents
self-reported engaging in both cyberbullying
and trolling behaviors. It is important to note
that the significant correlation between
cyberbullying and trolling, along with the selfreported prevalence, suggests that individuals
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are more likely to engage in both forms of
electronic harassment (i.e., both cyberbullying
and trolling) rather than just one.
This
finding has potential for future research in
identifying students at risk for engaging in
electronic harassment in that other forms of
electronic harassment should be considered
(e.g., trolling), not just cyberbullying. Finally,
since previous research has yet to examine the
relationship between self-esteem and internet
trolling, this finding suggests that future
research should continue to investigate the role
of self-esteem in electronic harassment (e.g.,
cyberbullying and trolling).
The current study was also the first to look
at the individual differences and self-esteem of
individuals who engage in either one or both
forms of electronic harassment. Compared to
individuals who self-reported never engaging in
cyberbullying or trolling behaviors, the
cyberbully-only
group
displayed
more
emotional
instability
and
antagonism.
According to Eysenck (1996), individuals with
high neuroticism may commit antisocial
behaviors because their emotions overrule
reason, and they tend to be aggressive and
impulsive. For the troll-only group, the only
distinguishing trait was low self-esteem; thus,
trolling might be a “means to an end” for these
individuals in that they are able to
anonymously insult and harass individuals
online in an attempt to counteract any feelings
of low self-worth.
In addition, those individuals who engaged
in both cyberbullying and trolling behaviors
scored higher on extraversion but lower on
agreeableness and self-esteem compared to the
neither group. Extraversion is associated with
high motivation for power, dominance, social
contact, and status, but this trait can also be
characterized as bold, socially adept, and
assertive (Wilt & Revelle, 2009).
Thus,
individuals who score high on extraversion may
be motivated by the need to establish their
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social status, and individuals with low
agreeableness (i.e., antagonism) may be more
at risk for establishing their power by
aggressively asserting dominance through the
means of electronic harassment.
In other
words, these individuals may be predisposed to
antisocial online behaviors (i.e., cyberbullying
and trolling behaviors) because they are
antagonistic and they desire social status,
power, and self-worth.
Finally, the key distinguishing factors
between respondents who engaged in trollingonly vs. cyberbullying-only behaviors were
lower scores on neuroticism and higher scores
on openness to experience. These findings are
consistent with past research in that
cyberbullies are more likely to be emotionally
unstable and experience more depression than
non-cyberbullies. Thus, neurotic individuals
may respond to their negative emotions (e.g.,
anxiety, depression) by targeting and
cyberbullying someone they know and perceive
to be the source of their emotional pain. On
the other hand, individuals who engage in
trolling-only behaviors appear to have different
objectives; they want to cause distress among
random internet users for the attention and
“fun of it” (Buckels et al., 2014) rather than
target a specific person who is the perceived
source of their anguish. In addition, the trollonly group in the current study was more open
to experience (e.g., less conventional)
compared to the cyberbully-only group.
According to McCrae and Sutin (2009), open
individuals are more humorous, expressive in
their interpersonal interactions, and less likely
to respond negatively to violations of norm
expectations (e.g., being teased).
Thus,
individuals with high openness to experience
may be more likely to troll because they are
less sensitive to nonconventional social
interactions.
Although the current study reveals new
findings regarding the individual differences
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between internet tro
olls and cyb
berbullies, itt is
not witho
out limitatio
ons. First, a small number
of individ
duals in the current stud
dy self-reported
engaging in troll-on
nly behavio
ors (n = 20),
2
which su
uggests that individuals are more lik
kely
to engag
ge in both cyberbullyin
ng and trollling
In
behaviorss rather than
t
just trolling.
addition, it is possiible that th
he respondeents
could hav
ve “trolled” the
t survey ittself. Howev
ver,
the auth
hors were careful to advertise the
survey as assessing “Attitudes Toward
T
Onlline
Commun
nications,” an
nd the word
ds “trolling” or
“cyberbulllying” never appeared in the surv
vey.
Validatio
on question
ns were alsso present to
identify individuals who were not carefu
ully
reading the
t question
ns or individ
duals who were
w
randomly
y responding
g to items. The sam
mple
was also restricted to
t high repu
utation work
kers
(i.e., 95
5% and above
a
approval rating
gs),
meaning those indiv
viduals who
o have a high
h
success rate
r
for com
mpleting “HIITS” or hum
man
intelligen
nce tasks (see Peer, Vosgerau, &
Acquisti, 2014). Finally,
F
there was a sex
disparity in the currrent study in that th
here
were more
m
women
n than men;
m
howev
ver,
significan
nt differencees were stilll present ev
ven
after run
nning partia
al correlatio
ons controllling
for sex.
Overall, future reesearch should
of
continue to asseess the prevalence
p
cyberbulllying and trolling beehaviors ussing
different sampling methodologiess.
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The current stu
udy suggestss self-esteem
m is an
impo rtant risk factor, and
d future reesearch
shoulld address how to beest identify
y those
indivviduals at riisk for engaaging in eleectronic
harasssment, and
d once identtified, how b
best to
mediaate and treaat any underlying psych
hosocial
probllems (i.e., depression)).
Finally
y, the
curreent
study
y
identiffied
perssonality
charaacteristics d
differentiating individuaals who
engagge in trooll-only vs. cyberbullly-only
behavviors. Althoough cyberbu
ullying and ttrolling
are both form
ms of cybeerharassmentt, this
reseaarch suggestss there are distinct diffferences
betweeen the typees of individuals who engage in
Future
one or both oof these beehaviors.
reseaarch should examine whether different
persoonality charracteristics and motiv
vational
factorrs (revenge, amusemen
nt) are relaated to
differrent types of cyberbulllying and ttrolling
behavviors (e.g., RIP trollin
ng vs. flamiing) in
this m
modern-day Wild Wild W
West.

CON
NCLUSI
ION
A key fin
nding in thiss study was the prevalen
nce
of
indiividuals
who
w
engag
ge
in
bo
oth
cyberbulllying and trrolling behav
viors. In fa
act,
individua
als were morre likely to self-report
s
bo
oth
forms off electronic harassment. Thus, wh
hen
addressin
ng cyberbullying in the literature, this
t
research suggests th
hat it is also
o important to
consider other formss of electron
nic harassmeent,
such as trolling.
t
In addition,
a
thee current stu
udy
was the first to assess wheth
her personallity
characterristics and self-esteem
m discrimin
nate
between self-reported cyberbulllies and tro
olls.
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